Introducing

Michigan Language Assessment
Michigan Language Assessment helps
people achieve their education and
career goals by providing trusted
English language exams. Michigan
Language Assessment is a not-for-profit
collaboration between the University of
Michigan and Cambridge Assessment
English, two institutions with long and
distinguished histories in the field of
language assessment, teaching, and
research.

Michigan Young Learners English

We regularly review all of our exams
to make sure they are up-to-date
with the latest research in language
learning and teaching. From January
2018, the Michigan Young Learners
English tests (MYLE) will officially
replace the Young Learners Tests of
English (YLTE). There are a number of
changes to the test that make it even
better than before.
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Testimonials from Parents

The Michigan Young Learners English,
or MYLE tests, are a series of fun,
activity-based English language tests
specially designed for children. Schools
all over the world use these tests to
motivate children to learn English, and
show their parents and teachers the
progress they are making.

“It was a really great opportunity for my
daughter to test her knowledge in English.
She was very excited in the Speaking part.”
Parent of Bronze learner, Greece

• Three fun, activity-based sections
• Three levels—Bronze, Silver, and
Gold—so children have a clear route
for progression
• Specially designed for 7–12 year-olds
to increase their motivation to learn
English:
• Test children’s reading, writing,
listening, and speaking using
familiar and interesting topics,
making it easy for children to
relate to the tests
• Appealing content and activities,
such as drawing, coloring, and
conversation, make the tests fun
and enjoyable

A MYLE Certificate for Everyone
Every child who takes the MYLE receives
a Michigan Young Learners English
Certificate. This is an achievement that
rewards a child’s individual ability. They
will get 1 to 5 medals for each part of the
test. A result of one medal means the
child can improve significantly in that
skill; five medals means that the child
did very well in that skill and answered
most questions correctly. With a total of
10 medals or more, a test taker should
be ready to start preparing for the next
MYLE exam level.

“The results are motivating for him. He was
amazed about how well he did, he’s looking
forward to doing it again!”
Parent of Bronze learner, Spain

“He was free to talk with the examiner and
did not feel any stress.”
Parent of Silver learner, Saudi Arabia

“He appreciated the recognition of his
knowledge. He had a high motivation
to gain all medals. After he succeed he
decided to start preparation for the next
level.”
Parent of Gold learner, Czech Republic

